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Events can sometimes appear longer or shorter in duration than other events of equal length. For example, in a repeated
presentation of auditory or visual stimuli, an unexpected object of equivalent duration appears to last longer. Illusions of
duration distortion beg an important question of time representation: when durations dilate or contract, does time in general
slow down or speed up during that moment? In other words, what entailments do duration distortions have with respect to
other timing judgments? We here show that when a sound or visual flicker is presented in conjunction with an unexpected
visual stimulus, neither the pitch of the sound nor the frequency of the flicker is affected by the apparent duration dilation.
This demonstrates that subjective time in general is not slowed; instead, duration judgments can be manipulated with no
concurrent impact on other temporal judgments. Like spatial vision, time perception appears to be underpinned by
a collaboration of separate neural mechanisms that usually work in concert but are separable. We further show that the
duration dilation of an unexpected stimulus is not enhanced by increasing its saliency, suggesting that the effect is more
closely related to prediction violation than enhanced attention. Finally, duration distortions induced by violations of
progressive number sequences implicate the involvement of high-level predictability, suggesting the involvement of areas
higher than primary visual cortex. We suggest that duration distortions can be understood in terms of repetition suppression,
in which neural responses to repeated stimuli are diminished.
Citation: Pariyadath V, Eagleman D (2007) The Effect of Predictability on Subjective Duration. PLoS ONE 2(11): e1264. doi:10.1371/
journal.pone.0001264
INTRODUCTION
Time is commonly thought to fluctuate in its subjective rate of
passage. For example, upon first glance, the second hand of a clock
sometimes seems to be frozen in position momentarily before it
continues to tick at a normal pace [1,2]. Perceived duration can be
warped by saccades [3,4], flicker [5], and life-threatening events,
which are sometimes anecdotally reported to unfold in slow motion
[6,7]. The neural basis of such distortions remains unknown.
To gain traction on time representation and its plasticity, we
turn to a duration distortion that is easily reproduced in the
laboratory. Specifically, the first stimulus in a train of repeated
presentations is often perceived to have a longer duration than
successive stimuli. Participants report duration dilations of as
much as 50% in trains of visual stimuli [8,9], and as much as 15%
in trains of auditory stimuli [10]. The above studies proposed that
the illusion is a consequence of increased arousal at the first
appearance of the stimulus.
Similarly, when an oddball stimulus appears midstream in
a repeated presentation of stimuli (auditory or visual), the judged
duration of the oddball is overestimated by up to 50% [11,12]. Tse
and his co-authors (2004) proposed an attentional explanation–
specifically, that the duration dilation results from an increase in
information processed at the time of the oddball due to the
deployment of attentional resources. Tse et al (2004) refer to the
duration dilation as ‘time’s subjective expansion’.
But what does it mean to say that subjective time expands? We
here set out to distinguish two hypotheses. In the first, perception
works like a movie camera: when one aspect of the scene slows
down, everything is slowed down. Thus, if a police car launching
off a ramp were filmed using slow-motion photography, it would
not only have a longer duration in the air, but also its sirens would
blare in a lower pitch, and its lights would blink at a lower
temporal frequency. In this case, duration, sound pitch and visual
flicker all change hand-in-hand. The second hypothesis, in
contrast, supposes that different temporal judgments are generated
by different neural mechanisms–and while they often align, they
are not required to. Thus, the police car may be judged to have
a longer duration in the air, even while the frequencies of its
sounds and flickering lights remain unchanged. In this paper, we
distinguish these two hypotheses by testing the specific entailments
of duration distortions, and in this way are able to directly address
the notion of ‘‘time’s’’ subjective expansion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants sat 59 cm from a computer monitor and fixated at the
center of the screen, and made responses using the keyboard. All
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were
consented according to the procedures of the Institutional Review
Board at Baylor College of Medicine.
RESULTS
Experiment 1
We began by quantifying the midstream oddball illusion [11]. Six
subjects ran 84 trials in which they watched 9 repeated presenta-
tions of a photograph with an oddball photograph randomly
embedded between the 5th and 8th presentation. Photographs
subtended 3.163.1u of visual angle and were repeatedly presented
at fixation for 500 ms with ISIs of 300 ms. The duration of the
oddball varied between 300–700 ms (Figure 1a). After each trial,
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duration than the ‘standard’ images preceding and succeeding it.
The point of subjective equivalence (PSE) for the oddball was taken
as the 50% point of the psychometric function (Figure 1b). To
measure the dilation, the ‘duration distortion factor’ (DDF) was
defined as the ratio of the standard duration to the PSE for the
oddball (Figure 1c). Note the DDF is defined in the same way as the
‘temporal expansion factor’ from Tse et al (2004).
All 6 participants perceived the oddball to remain on screen
longer than the standards. The relative duration distortion
averaged 12%. This is consistent with the ,14.5% previously
reported for similar stimuli (flashed geometric shapes [11]).
Experiment 2
Having established the basic effect, we next tested whether other
temporal measures would be distorted when durations were
distorted. For example, if ‘‘time subjectively expands’’ during the
visual oddball, does that mean sounds will concomitantly appear
to be a lower frequency? Although we take this outcome to be
unlikely, it is implicitly embedded in the term ‘‘time’s expansion’’,
and has, to our knowledge, never been tested. To this end, our
next experimental design was similar to that in Figure 1a, except
that now the visual stimuli (including the oddball) were always 500
msec, and each image was accompanied by a 500 msec auditory
beep (Figure 2a). The standard photographs were coupled with
a beep of 391 Hz, while the beep accompanying the oddball was
randomly chosen from one of 9 values between 376–407 Hz.
Participants simply reported whether the beep accompanying the
oddball was of a higher or lower pitch than the beep
accompanying the standards. Participants were not required to
make concurrent duration judgments, although they typically
volunteered the observation that the oddball seemed to last for
a longer duration. Further, it has been shown previously that the
accompanying auditory tone is also subject to duration distortions
with the appearance of an oddball [13]. To ensure that
participants were attending to the visual stimuli and not merely
to the auditory stimulus, they were also required to answer an
onscreen question about the oddball following each trial: ‘‘did you
see X in the series?’’, where X was replaced by the name of an
object. On this identification task, participants performed at an
average of 99.14% (data not shown).
Participants showed no difficulty in discriminating the frequen-
cy of the beep accompanying the visual oddball from the beep
accompanying the standards (Figure 2b, middle bar). We conclude
from this result that the oddball illusion is not accompanied by
a concurrent distortion of perceived auditory frequency. This
indicates that it is not time in general, but only visual durations in
particular, that slow during the oddball.
Figure 1. Duration distortion using pictures of everyday objects. (a) Schematic of experiment. Participants reported whether the oddball object
embedded at a random position in a stream appeared longer or shorter than the standard (b) Representative data from one participant. The point of
subjective equivalence was taken as the 50% point of the psychometric function. (c) The Duration Distortion factor (DDF) is the ratio of the standard
duration to the PSE of the oddball for 6 participants.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001264.g001
Figure 2. Are accompanying temporal judgments distorted with
duration? (a) Experimental details are the same as Figure 1, except that
the visual sequence is accompanied by an auditory beep (top), or the
photographs are flickered. (b) Mean DDF values for the visual oddball
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standard photographs flickered on and off at 10 Hz, whereas the
500 msec oddball was flickered at a frequency randomly chosen
from one of 7 values between 6.25–25 Hz (Figure 2a). Participants
reported whether the flicker frequency of the oddball was higher
or lower than that of the standards. As before, participants had no
trouble accurately discriminating flicker frequencies of the stimuli
(Figure 2b, right bar).
Therefore, neither an accompanying auditory stimulus nor visual
flicker was distorted in conditions that led to a clear distortion of the
perceived duration of the oddball itself (Figure 2b, left bar averaged
from data in Figure 1c). While this result might seem obvious from
the fact that pitch is hard-coded in the cochlea, and flicker is
encoded by low level, dedicated mechanisms, these experiments
were necessary to directly address, for the first time, the time-
perception-as-movie-camera framework. That framework, com-
monly implicit in thought and language, necessitates that when
perceived durations are dilated, so are other temporal measures–
that is, when the police car flies off the ramp, an increased duration
is necessarily accompanied by a lowered siren pitch and slower
flicker rate. This view of a unified time is implied by terms such as
‘‘time’s subjective expansion’’ [11] or ‘‘time shrinking’’ used to
describe other duration illusions discussed below [14–18]. Our data,
however, demonstrate that perceived durations can dilate with no
effect on auditory pitch or visual flicker frequency (Figure 2). This
allows us to conclude that in the oddball effect, ‘‘time’’ is not
subjectively expanded; instead, duration judgments are distorted
even while other temporal judgments are not.
Experiment 3
If subjective time is not slowed down during the appearance of an
oddball, what is responsible for distortions of temporal judgments
relating to the oddball?
Several authors have suggested that the duration distortion is
a consequence of increased attention or arousal triggered by the
oddball [8,11,12,19]. For the attentional mechanism, Tse et al
(2004) suggest the pacemaker-accumulator model of timing
[20,21] to explain the duration dilation. In this framework, an
increase in arousal caused by the appearance of an oddball
stimulus leads to a transient increase in the internal clock’s tick
rate. In consequence, the accumulator collects a larger number of
ticks in the same period and duration is perceived as progressing
slowly while viewing the oddball.
To understand the role of attention in the duration distortions,
we set out to induce a larger duration dilation using more
emotionally salient oddballs–i.e., stimuli which activate the
amygdala and attract attention more quickly [22,23]. To this
end, we replaced our neutral oddball stimuli with emotionally
salient images such as sharks, spiders, snakes, pointed guns, and
aggressive dogs. All images were taken from the International
Affective Picture System [24]. We used 24 emotionally neutral
images that were rated 2.5660.5 on a scale of 1 to 9 (where 9
represents high arousal), and 24 emotionally salient images that
were rated 6.5660.42.
The oddball effect was unchanged by replacing neutral oddballs
with emotionally salient oddballs (Figure 3). This suggests two
possibilities: first, since increasing the salience of the oddball failed
to increase the duration distortion, it may be that the duration
dilation is caused by attentional mechanisms but saturates.
Alternatively, it is possible that the oddball effect is not
fundamentally an attentional effect.
In considering the latter hypothesis, we began to wonder
whether the duration distortion is caused solely by the oddball’s
unpredictability, irrespective of the subsequent amount of
attentional recruitment. To test whether the predictability of the
stimulus is responsible for its perceived duration, we turned to the
fact that the first stimulus in a repeated series, like an oddball,
appears to last longer than the subsequent presentations [8–10].
We henceforth refer to this as the debut effect.
Experiment 4
To understand the effect of prediction on duration, we next asked
participants to judge the duration of the first stimulus in a visual
train and compare it with the stimuli that followed. The
experiment involved two interleaved types of trials–in one, the
same stimulus was presented four times; in the other, four random
stimuli were presented. Participants answered whether the first
stimulus was present on screen for a longer or shorter duration
than the stimuli that followed. Since the repeated stimuli are more
predictable, we hypothesized that the first stimulus would be
judged to have lasted longer–perhaps because repeated stimuli
would be contracted in duration. In the case of random stimuli,
because the succeeding images are not predictable from the first
stimulus, no duration distortion would be expected.
With the repeated stimuli, a leftward shift in the psychometric
curve was observed (Figure 4), indicating that the first stimulus in
the repeated train appeared longer.
However, note that the first stimulus distortion disappears
entirely when using random stimuli (Figure 4). Presumably, the use
of random stimuli allows each stimulus to act as an unpredicted
oddball.
If predictability plays a role in the perceived duration of the
stimulus, does this prediction have to be violated at a low level
(e.g., involving the edges and the shape of the stimulus) or a high
level (e.g., number sequences such as 4…5…6…)? If the latter, this
would implicate the involvement of brain areas higher than the
primary visual areas. To address this question, we turned to
number sequences, since successive numbers differ in shape
(analogous to the random images in the previous experiment) but
are sequentially predictable.
Figure 3. Increasing the emotional salience of the oddball does not
increase the effect. DDF values across the two categories of trials–
neutral standards with neutral oddball (e.g., coffee cup) and neutral
standards with salient oddball (e.g. tarantula). DDF neutral odd-
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This experiment was similar to experiment 4 but consisted of
randomly interleaved trials that either involved (a) a repeated
presentation of the number 1 five times, (b) the sequence 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, or (c) a ‘scrambled’ sequence that began with 1 and did not have
2 in its second position (such as 1, 4, 3, 5, 2). Participants answered
whether the duration of the first ‘‘1’’ appeared longer or shorter
than the stimuli that followed.
A similar duration distortion was found in both the repeated
and sequential stimuli, but not in the scrambled version (Figure 5).
Thus, even though the sequential images were different in terms of
edges and shapes, they produced the same effect as a repeated
presentation–presumably because the succeeding images could be
predicted in sequence. This indicates that the predictability of
successive stimuli involves higher cortical areas than the primary
visual cortex.
While not statistically significant, note that the scrambled
version trended toward a DDF of less than one. While this trend
was not predicted by our hypothesis, it may be explained by the
recent finding that stimulus magnitude affects its perceived
duration–for example, a 5 will appear to last longer than a 1
presented for an identical duration [25]. In our scrambled
condition, the first number 1 was always followed by a 3, 4 or 5,
and thus by comparison may sometimes be judged briefer. In
other words, the magnitude effect would tend to push the DDF
towards values less than one.
Finally, note that Tse et al (2004) had previously shown that in
a series of visually similar stimuli (e.g. figurines of male bodies in
different natural poses), a stimulus that belonged to a different
category (e.g. figurine of a female body) would be perceived as an
oddball and would consequently be dilated in duration. Our
findings go beyond that result by demonstrating that even abstract
sequences which share little visual similarity can produce such
duration distortions.
DISCUSSION
Our experiments on duration illusions show that subjective time is
not a single entity. The oddball and debut illusions involve
distortions in duration judgments but do not affect perceived
auditory pitch or high visual flicker frequencies. Thus, the oddball
and debut illusions do not entail ‘‘time’s subjective expansion’’ as
was previously hypothesized [11]. Our results suggest that neural
systems involved in timing generally work in concert but are
nonetheless separable. This is analogous to neural populations
which encode motion and position: they tend to work in tandem
but can be separated [26,27]. The motion aftereffect or the
waterfall illusion is one such example of perceived motion without
a change in position. At the other end of the spectrum lie patients
with lesions in MT who are able to perceive change in position but
not motion. Analogously, the oddball and debut illusions establish
that duration distortions do not entail concurrent distortions of
flicker rate or auditory pitch. In other words, time is not one single
entity.
We have also shown that the oddball illusion cannot be
explained completely by attention, since increasing the emotional
salience of the oddball does not bring about a corresponding
increase of the duration dilation. This surprising result challenges
the conventional viewpoint that duration distortions are caused by
deployment of attentional resources when presented with un-
expected stimuli [8,10–12]. It still remains a possibility that the
attentional effect saturates at ,14%, although previous experi-
ments using visually expanding stimuli [11] result in duration
Figure 4. The debut effect disappears with random stimuli. (a)
Participants reported whether the first stimulus in a series of repeated
or random images appeared longer than the following ones.
Representative data from one participant shown. (b) Mean DDF values
for the repeated and random series (n=6). The debut effect only occurs
when stimuli are repeated (p,6610
24), implicating the role of
predictability. Error bars SEM. n=8.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001264.g004
Figure 5. Prediction at higher versus lower levels. Participants made
duration discriminations about the first stimulus in a series of repeated,
sequential or scrambled number sequences. Both repeated and
sequential images had significant duration distortions (p,0.005 and
p,0.03, respectively). This distortion was absent in scrambled
sequences. Error bars SEM. n=7.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001264.g005
Predictability and Duration
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limit. However, an attentional theory alone would not explain our
findings using ordinal sequences (Figure 5). Also, duration
distortions of the same magnitude occur at timescales too brief
to invoke attentional mechanisms (,80 ms, Pariyadath & Eagle-
man, submitted).
Our results demonstrate that the duration distortion is caused
by the unpredictability of the stimulus, irrespective of the salience
(and presumably, the amount of deployed attention) of the
oddball. This distortion in duration is found regardless of whether
the prediction is made at a low level, i.e. involving edges and
shapes or at a higher level involving learned sequences.
Although previous researchers have suggested that the oddball or
unexpected stimulus is expanded in duration as compared with the
standard (red lines, Figure 6), we suggest here an alternative
hypothesis: the oddball’s duration may be closer to the physical
duration (green lines, Figure 6) while the standards are contracted in
duration due to their predictability. We basethis argument primarily
on the neural response to repetition, which we turn to now.
Repetition suppression and duration
Our findings about duration judgments appear to have a direct
parallel with electrophysiologic studies of repetition. In higher
cortical areas, neuronal firing rates diminish in response to
repeated presentations of stimuli [28–30]. Likewise, there is
a decrease in amplitude in the ERP signal in response to the
second presentation of a stimulus [31]. This stimulus specific
adaptation is generally known as repetition suppression. fMRI studies
have revealed a similar decrease in the BOLD response to
repeated presentations of stimuli as compared with the response to
novel stimuli [32]. Behaviorally, repetition suppression has been
linked to repetition priming or a decrease in reaction time to
respond to repeated or familiar stimuli [33,34].
Suppression of the neural response potentially allows the system
to save resources and might reflect a more efficient representation
[35]. Suppressing the neural response to familiar stimuli could also
allow novel stimuli to more easily obtain attentional resources [36].
We suggest that these changes in the neural response to
repeated stimuli map directly onto the perceived duration of the
stimuli: the conditions that lead to a suppressed neural response
are the same as those that lead to a reduction in perceived
duration. If the parallel between neural response and subjective
duration is meaningful, this may support the hypothesis that
successive stimuli are contracted in duration (lower traces,
Figure 6), rather than the oddballs being expanded.
Our results with number sequences (Figure 5) suggest that the
neural responses to predicted stimuli are suppressed [37] as though
they were actually experienced. In other words, the neural
response to the successive stimulus in an ordinal sequence would
be suppressed, thereby contracting its perceived duration.
Duration distortion by any other name
Note that the debut illusion has appeared in the literature under
various guises. For example, in the ‘‘stopped clock illusion’’, the
second-hand appears to be momentarily frozen when one first looks
at a clock’s face. This phenomenon, also known as chronostasis,was
initially attributed to perceptual ‘filling-in’ during a saccade [1].
However, the effect has also been demonstrated in the auditory [10]
and tactile [38] modalities, making saccades an insufficient
explanation for the duration distortion. A more general hypothesis
is that the duration distortion is caused by voluntary action
preceding the appearance of the stimulus [2]. But this hypothesis, as
well, does not suffice, because the illusion can be witnessed even in
the absence of any voluntary action [8,39].
Another illusion in the timing literature is referred to as ‘‘the
subjective shortening of duration’’: when two identical stimuli are
presented serially, participants perceive the second one to be briefer
[9,40,41]. Nakajima and his colleagues describe an essentially
identical illusion, which they call ‘‘time-shrinking’’: when a short
interval is preceded by an interval that is up to 100 ms shorter, the
duration of the second interval is underestimated [14–18].
Parsimony suggests that the above illusions are special cases of the
debut effect, and perhaps, we hypothesize, the direct perceptual
consequence of repetition suppression. It is easy to demonstrate that
the ‘‘time-shrinking’’ illusion disappears upon using two random
stimuli instead of a repeated stimulus (data not shown).
The next logical step for this line of research will be to examine
cell firing rates in the primary and higher visual areas in response
to presentations involving oddballs. Other questions we are
working on now include: How does the motor system respond to
duration illusions? How exactly does the neural firing rate map
onto subjective experience of time passage?
In conclusion, subjective time appears not to be a single entity;
instead, it is made up of different timing mechanisms, such as
flicker perception and duration perception, which generally work
in concert but are separable. As suggested by their strong parallel
with repetition suppression, duration illusions caused by un-
expected stimuli may be due to a contraction in the perceived
duration of predicted stimuli, not a dilation of unexpected stimuli.
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